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Reference: 00883120  

Jerusalem, 8 Adar , 5780 

March 4, 2020 

 

PRESS RELEASE 
 

Results of the 23rd Knesset Elections 
(unofficial, almost final) 

 
These results are being published following many thorough checks and control 

processes, which the Central Elections Committee has carried out and is 

continuing to carry out.  With that, these are not the final results.  The final, 

official results will be published on Tuesday, March 10, 2020, and will be presented 

to the President of the State of Israel. 

These results do not include the tally for 6 voting stations (which were open to 5,500 

eligible voters, which is not the number of actual voters).  These station's ballot boxes 

are still being scrutinized due to the fact that, during Election Day, there were issues 

connected to Elections Purity in some of those stations.  These stations' results are still 

being examined. 

Over the next few days, and until the publication of the official, final results, the 

Committee will continue to carry out a few levels of investigation: 

1.  As part of the "Purity of Elections" campaign, 700 voting stations have 

been examined using various parameters.   It is expected that a few 

hundred more stations will undergo similar scrutiny. 

In the framework of this campaign, the Committee is checking complaints 

which were filed during Election Day and in the last few days, from the 

public, regarding attempts to impair Elections Purity, including reports from 

the Israel Police and reports from the Elections Purity patrol teams.  Hundreds 

of such complaints have already been investigated. 
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2. Complaints from candidate lists are being investigated.  

3. The committee is continuing to scrutinize the results – including screening 

for typing errors, statistical errors and anomalies. 

4. In the checking of instances which were uncovered during the counting of 

double-envelope ballots, there were suspicions of people voting twice, 

including: 

a. 877 cases of a suspicion of a voter casting a ballot in their regular 

station as well as voting in a special voting station, such as a station 

which is accessible for people with mobility impairments. 

b. 438 cases in which there is suspicion of a voter voting in two special 

voting stations. 

 

It must be emphasized that the current investigations may impact the final 

results, and therefore the results published here may be adjusted. 
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The following are the results of the calculation of votes required to procure for a 

Knesset Seat: 

 

Voter turnout 71.46% 

Eligible Voters 6,453,255 

Actual Voters 4,612,007 

Invalid votes and empty envelopes 25,053 

Valid Votes 4,586,954 

Valid votes for Parties which Passed the Threshold 4,547,718 

Number of Votes to Pass the Threshold – 3.25% 149,004 

Number of votes per Knesset Seat 37,897 

 

 

Allocation of Knesset Seats (including Surplus Votes agreements): 

 

1. Labour-Gesher-Meretz 7 אמת 

2. United Torah Judaism 7 ג 

3.  Joint List 15 ודעם 

4. Yemina 6 טב 

5. Yisrael Beiteinu 7 ל 

6. Likud 36 מחל 

7. Blue and White 33 פה 

8. Shas 9 שס 

total 120 
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